
Textbook questions Homework 1
Instructions for students: Follow your teacher's instruction. 
Also, you can  attempt this test online and see your result.

1. Choose the correct answer I (2 m.)
1. The device which converts chemical energy into electrical energy is
 ….. .

A) cell
B) television
C) solar cell
D) fan

2. Electricity is produced in …..  .

A) transformer
B) power station
C) electric wire
D) television

2. Choose the correct answer II (3 m.)
Choose the symbol for battery:

A)

B)

C)

View solution

View solution

D)

Solve online

https://www.yaclass.in/Exercise/PdfSolution?c=d5aeb261-9a00-46d6-b6fd-c665c626bd9a&twId=20554&ts=1664984578&sg=qIpIMHGnZVizuXXCKXDdPY9xy8c1
https://www.yaclass.in/Exercise/PdfSolution?c=e11e15a6-52cc-4ae2-be2b-e3db4ad90d09&twId=20554&ts=1664984578&sg=wV6ytKhMUxREtDey7WMt1pVc_ZU1
https://www.yaclass.in/TestWork/Info?jid=Bq2GoeUHM0Wfnlz5T6pOxQ&a=p


3. Fill in the blanks I (2 m.)

1.  are the materials which allow electric current to pass through them.

2. Flow of electricity through a closed circuit is .

4. Fill in the blanks II (3 m.)

5. State whether true or false. If false, correct the statement. I (2 m.)

1. In a parallel circuit, the electricity has more than one path.

A) False
B) True

A) In a parallel circuit, the electricity has one path.
B) In a parallel circuit, the electricity has more than one path.

2.To make a battery of two cells, the negative terminal of one cell is  
connected to the negative terminal of the other cell.

A) True
B) False

A) The positive terminal of one cell is connected to the negative terminal of the other cells to form  
a battery with two cells.

View solution

1.  is the device used to close or open an electric circuit.

2. The long perpendicular line in the electrical symbol represents its

 terminal.

3. The combination of two or more cells is called a .
View solution

View solution

B) To make a battery of two cells, the negative terminal of one cell is connected to the negative  
terminal of the other cell.

https://www.yaclass.in/Exercise/PdfSolution?c=545177a1-3103-48e5-9b7e-e75650c4e55b&twId=20554&ts=1664984578&sg=WkJtXGG0qKYdNOEdcNgNf49zMXc1
https://www.yaclass.in/Exercise/PdfSolution?c=51d024b1-30ec-4117-b6fc-5f9f4491795e&twId=20554&ts=1664984578&sg=VbZjwzcBY8Z-bgk3N2QVxH5x19o1
https://www.yaclass.in/Exercise/PdfSolution?c=91ac9672-5391-4756-b987-3174e7cf867b&twId=20554&ts=1664984578&sg=-LjtZVRrY_uU0WkFrJA7tV8RMd01


6. State whether true or false. If false, correct the statement. II (3 m.)
1. The switch is used to close or open an electric circuit.

A) False
B) True

A)The image formed by the plane mirror is laterally inverted, hence the  
image seen through the periscope is also laterally inverted.

B)The image formed by the plane mirror is laterally inverted. But, the image  
formed by periscope is not laterally inverted.

2. Pure water is a good conductor of electricity.

A) False
B) True

A) Primary cells are only usable once.

3. Pure water is a good conductor of electricity.

B) True
C) False

A) We see planets because they reflect light from the sun.
B) A good conductor of electricity is impure water.

View solution

https://www.yaclass.in/Exercise/PdfSolution?c=4f62ddf9-e4eb-42d6-a1a2-46fe107d547a&twId=20554&ts=1664984578&sg=N4XSBTsjpUatAmdfkhw2Iqb9p0E1

